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It’s starting to feel seasonal as December is nearly 
upon us but the weather doesn’t seem to agree 
as we continue in this mild spell.  Again a mixed 
month of flying with some good flying in between 
the wet and windy or light and bright days.

A few of us have been playing with Aerotowing 
on the hangies and it will be interesting to see 
where this takes us, apart from up.

A couple of good club events have taken place 
firstly the First Aid Day which was well supported 
and turned out to be not only highly informa-
tive but good fun along the way, full report else-
where.  This was followed a week later by the 
Club Coaches course which was near to capacity 
with 23 attending and again a full report will be 
forthcoming.

Our new webmaster is making progress and since 
the last request a few things have changed on the 
website so please have a dab around and see if 
you can find the feedback form and feed back!

Last months XC workshop was well attended 
with a chat on radios followed by a couple of 
informative presentations from Mark AS on track 
log uploading and analysis encouraging us all to 
learn from others flights.  Suggestions for the next 
session are always welcome and please pass to 
Mark or myself.

The Christmas do is on and we look forward to 
an evening of fun and feasting early in the New 
Year.  

The New Year, that reminds me, all too soon it 
will be AGM time so if you have any thoughts or 
ideas that need sorting at that meting get them 
out there so we can think them over. Those in of-
ficial positions please confirm if you are happy to 
restand or would like to step down and anyone 
wishing to take on amore active role in the club 
please let us know.

All the best and bring on the cold weather :)

Phippsy

Chairman’s Chat
 

Oh I remember why we 
used to go to Algo’ this 
time of year, it tends to 
get wet and windy in the 
UK!  



Club News

(Much of this is lifted from Tony Peach’s club 
meeting minutes - big thanks to him for that - 
Ed)

Incidents

Graham Phipps told of landing a tandem hangy 
in strong wind shear at St Agnes, being “mount-
ed” from above and behind, by his large enough 
passenger causing him to bang his nose.

A long walk, too much wind and being knack-
ered were identified as contributing factors by a 
pilot resulting in a dragging at Sennen Cove.

Frank Hodges chatted regarding the benefits of 
inflating wing in strong conditions initially with 
“ears in”,  

Phil Lyons (safety officer HG/PG), wishes all inci-
dents no matter how insignificant to be reported 
as a learning tool for all, there have been no re-
ports for 2 years!

Reciprocal Site Agreement

The idea of the agreement is to allow pilots to fly 
sites within the participating clubs control with-
out paying daily flying fees unless these are appli-
cable to local members as well.

Members of participating clubs are free to fly all 
sites under the same arrangements and conditions 
as members of the resident club, subject to the 
following: -

Sites are restricted by either the landowner or the 
local club to local club members only.

It is every pilot’s responsibility to ensure they are 
aware of current site rules and arrangements.

This agreement in no way takes away the respon-
sibility of pilots to contact local clubs when nec-
essary.

Carbis Bay

After discussion the following clarification regard-
ing non KHPA members was agreed and will be

circulated to neighbouring clubs and added to 
the site guide.

At the request of the land owner Carbis Bay is 
a KHPA members and accompanied guests site 
only.

The reasoning behind this is that the land owner 
is keen for the KHPA to ensure that flying is car-
ried out in a controlled manner and pilots flying 
there are fully up to date with site guidelines and 
fly it in a responsible manner.

There have been occasion when visiting non 
KHPA pilots have arrived on site without pri-
or contact and without confirming that a KHPA 
member will be there willing to take them as an 
accompanied guest.

In future would all non KHPA members please 
make contact with a KHPA member to make sure 
they will be on site and happy to accompany 
them and therefore take responsibility for them.  
Whilst there is no fixed limit on number of guests 
per KHPA member it is recommended that it be 
two  in order that they are no overloaded and 
can ensure that they can adequately supervise if 
necessary.

There is no commitment to any KHPA member 
to take on an accompanied guest if they do not 
wish to, please respect this.

In no way is the KHPA trying to stop pilots flying 
this superb site but in order to protect its future 
use  and openness please do not abuse these 
requirements for the benefit of all in the sport. 

KHPA Website

Frank Hodges has taken on management of the 
website, liaising with Andy Rogers who ran it be-
fore. 

Members are encouraged to visit the website 
(www.khpa.co.uk) and check it out. Any sugges-
tions or problems please let Frank know.

It is hoped that the KHPA website will return to 
full, active use.

Thanks to Frank for his efforts.



New club e-mails

Frank has also sorted out new club e-mails:

thechairman@khpa.co.uk = Graham Phipps

thetreasurer@khpa.co.uk  = Chris Holmes

hgcompsecretary@khpa.co.uk  = Chris Holmes

pgcompsecretary@khpa.co.uk = Mark AS

thewebmaster@khpa.co.uk  = Frank Hodges

thevicechairman@khpa.co.uk = Steve Dredge

thechiefcoach@khpa.co.uk = Steve Dredge

thesecretary@khpa.co.uk = Tony Peach

All the members on the contact list will be get-
ting KHPA addresses whether they want them 
or not. Frank will simply set them up to redirect 
mails to their personal email address.

Aerotow Hang Gliding 

In the November meeting’s Monthly Matters, 
Graham Phipps gave an overview of his experi-
ences at the Upottery aerotow group in Devon

Tim also offered some insights mainly based on 
Nigel Sumpter’s success that were favourable 
enough to encourage him to try it out for him-
self. 

Nigel Sumpter’s write-up of this can be found 
later in the Bulletin.

XC Workshop 

Took place Wednesday 25th October at St Ru-
mons and was well-attended. 

Graham Phipps and Mark AS covered use of ra-
dios, track log analysis, and the psychology of 
“leaving the hill” (by air not foot).

Notes on best-practice radio use and using track-
logs from the XC Workshop can be found at:

http://www.kernowxc.com/

Radios

The setting of TTO on your radios (Transmission 
time -out) is useful to investigate as transmis-
sions can be set to time out after 30 seconds, 
preventing continuous transmission should your 
radio transmission jam on.

Radio frequencies: 

Club 143.750
XC 143.850
Training 143.950

First Aid Course: 11th Nov, Portreath

Ed Burrows, a serving police officer, First aid and 
self-defence instructor for the police was instruc-
tor for the day. This was the first day in a two-day 
course qualifying those attending to ‘First Aid’ in 
the workplace level 2.

The event was organized by Steve Dredge, and 
he had this to say about it:

“covering CPR, AED (defib machines), Bleeds, 
Breaks, Strokes, Heart attacks (none of us are 
getting any younger) Spinal injuries, Helmet re-
moval (do we, dont we) and lots of other stuff 
to do with the gooey end of an accident on the 
hill...or on the A30...or at home.  

...it was a great day, really informative, well pre-
sented by Ed... TBH when he retires I can see a 
future in after dinner speaking, he was very fun-
ny, credit to everyone that went though, you all 
got involved , even with the shouting and the 
Danger walk???? I just hope that none of us 

http://www.kernowxc.com/


 EVER have to rely on Al K to judge how alert we 
are his ‘special’ sensor AVPOOH ??????!!! Con-
grats to all and keep an eye out for part 2 and 
certification .”

Check out Tony Peach’s excellent write-up of this 
first aid workshop with photos further on in the 
Bulletin.

BHPA Club Coaches’ Course: 18/19th Nov, 
Portreath

Another pilot development event organized by 
Steve Dredge (who has put a lot into the club this 
year) - with help from Phippsy. 

The course was was near to capacity with 23 at-
tending, many of whom had travelled from far 
afield to attend the 2-day course. As Graham ob-
served: those attending ranging from those with 
thousands of hours to those with less than ten. 

Dredgie had this to say after getting feedback on 
the event:

Thank you for the thank you’s, organising it was 
the easy bit, but what was nice to see was the 
commitment from all of you that attended, I 
think the final count was 22. It was good to see 
visitors from far and wide and a good number of 
KHPA members, thank you for the support and 
hope you all got something useful from it. Big 
thank you to Crantock Bakery again for the past-
ies, superb as usual.

Dave Thompson, BHPA Coach of Coaches

 Events Coming Up

Annual General Meeting (AGM) & Official Po-
sitions

The AGM will be in the new year. f you have any 
thoughts or ideas that need sorting at that meet-
ing, pass it on to the Chairman. 

Those in official positions please confirm if you 
are happy to restand or would like to step down. 
Anyone wishing to take on amore active role in 
the club please let the club know.

Christmas Do

The Chrismas Do is scheduled for January 13th at 
St Michaels Hotel Falmouth.

£34.00 pp, £20-30 for room and full English. Price 
depends on room.

7 places confirmed to date, £10.00 deposit.

Names of those interested to Social Secretary 
(Kaz Phipps) as soon as possible.

Would suggest you get in early particularly if you 
wish to book a room as they tend to go pretty 
quickly. Late comers welcome but no guarantee 
you will get in.

Frostbite Comp

Weather permitting, Frostbite is pencilled in for 
the 20th Jan, 2018.



Kernow XC Survey

38 KHPA members completed the online Kernow 
XC Survey put together by Mark AS, and the re-
sults can be found at the end of the Bulletin.

One of the conclusions from the data was that 
there is a wider interest in XC in the club than is  
being actually being put into practice. 

One suggesstion for helping pilot’s progression in 
XC flying is to participate in the British Club Chal-
lenge (below) for paragliders or the BOS for hang 
glider pilots. We’ve already been introduced to 
the BOS by Chris Holmes who entered this year 
and thoroughly enjoyed it.

The British Club Challenge

Cost

£50 for one team
£75 for two teams

Philosophy

  > Friendly, coaching environment
  > Focused on lower airtime pilots and their de 
      velopment through competition 
  > Pilots compete in simple tasks (max distance)
  > Members of small teams against other clubs 
  > Gain experience in XC flying experience at     
      other flying sites

Teams

  >  Each team representative of a BHPA regis-
       tered club.
  >  Each team has up to six members, including 
       one captain/coach 
  >  CP rated can fly
  >  A single individual can compete as a team, 
       but should be Pilot rated

 Rounds, Tasks & Prizes

  >  Multiple regional rounds to take place across
      the country wherever it is flyable (e.g. SE  
      Wales, Thames Valley, Peak District, etc).
  >  Rounds take place on w/e’s and public hol
       holidays.
  >  Each w/e consists of two, one-day rounds.

      More than one round may take place on the 
      same day in different parts of the country.
   > Round officers specify how many teams can  
       compete in a round.
   > We could in principle call a round in Corn
       wall!
   > Tasks are typically open distance, but could
       also be flight to goal.
   > Season starts Easter bank holiday (e.g. 2nd 
    April). At the end of the season (e.g. first  
       week of September), the club, with the high
       est combined score from up to six rounds is 
       declared as Champions for that year. 
   >  Prizes are awarded at the annual End of Year  
       BCC Bash which is normally held in late Au
       gust or early September.

2017 Rounds

9 Jul : Merthyr Common, SE Wales
08 Jul: Talybont, SE Wales
28 May: Blorenge, SE Wales
07 May: Hundred House, SE Wales
29 Apr: Mere Rifle Range
23 Apr: Merthyr Common, SE Wales
22 Apr: Hundred House, SE Wales
17 Apr: Hundred House, SE Wales

The KHPA have been at it over the years!

BCC round showing a good result for Mark AS 
and Jon Trewartha coming 1st and 2nd in the 
comp. Back in 2005-6, the KHPA had two teams 
in the BCC. PG Team 1 with Pete Coad, Jon Tre-
wartha, Mark AS, Dave Stevens, Mark Butler, 



and Al James and both years we came 2nd out of 
all the clubs in the UK - not bad for a dune bash-
ing club with only 1 unreliable inland XC site.

Al Knight has there way back in 2006. So was 
Glen Fowler. 

The BCC is designed as a friendly team event 
with lots of inexperienced pilots wanting to try 
XC in a supportive, coaching environment. Good 
chance to try inland thermalling, use your radios 
in a team, and do your first over the back ‘flops’ 
(which are mostly inevitable). Also - a much bet-
ter chance to actually fly XC if you have experi-
ence than here in Cornwall! Overall, it’s a great 
confidence builder, which is the main thing in 
flying XC.

Check out the BCC website to have a closer look.

       http://www.flybcc.co.uk/

As it says on the BCC Homepage:

Designed as a friendly, BHPA coaching club level 
competition, the focus is more on fun, safety and 
mentored team flying than out-and-out racing.

In the Survey, 19 KHPA members said they 
were interested in doing friendly XC comps 
like the BCC. That’s perfect for 2-3 teams, de-
pending on who’s available on a given week-
end! How about road-tripping to Wales for a 
weekend or two, camping with other club pilots 
from around the country, and enjoying some big 
hills together?  You don’t have to go to all the 
rounds to make a full comp. The main thing 
at this point is just to participate when you 
can - to gain experience.

It’s all about progressing our skills pilots. For 
me, being away from regular inland XC flying for 
some years, it’s definitely about having fun and 
building confidence again. Cornwall just doesn’t 
give this kind of opportunity. Sea thermal inland 
flying is a rare event, particularly for paragliders 
- I can guarantee. I only know of one pilot to do 
a coast to coast from sea thermals in Cornwall on 
a paraglider - Steve Hawken, and that was quite 
some years ago when the weather was better - 
lol! Wyn Davies has been doing well in recent 
years, but that’s from Carn Brea which compared 
to other sites in the country is pretty sketchy! (All 
the more kudos for Wyn.)

Let’s give ourselves a break and do some frik-
kin XC guys!! Let’s get out there and build some 
confidence and advance our flying as we want it 
to be! The BCC is the perfect set-up for having an 
adventure, socializing & pushing personal goals.  

Al, Glen & Mark camping

Moving on (after I had left the UK) I can see that 
Pete Coad, Steve Hawken, Allen James and Dave 
Stevens were doing well in 2009. In June that 
year, a round was held in Cornwall which Terry 
Brennan won. 

Can’t see anyone in the KHPA club competing 
from 2010 up to 2017 though. 

Any interest in doing some BCC rounds for 2018?

http://www.flybcc.co.uk/


July & Aug Photo Winners
Photo comp winners from the past 4 months.

July

August



Sept & Oct Photo Winners
Photo comp winners from the past 4 months.

September

October



Odin James Holmes! 
Odin James Holmes born 10.11.17, 8’3oz
Both Mum and Baby are doing amazing!



And so to first aid….

A damp and windy Saturday, 11th November, 
venue Portreath Millenium Hall, Mark eventual-
ly found us after visiting all local denomination 
halls and converted to Catholicism on route.

Sourced by Steve Dredge, Ed Burrows, a serving 
police officer, First aid and self-defence instruc-
tor for the police was speaker for the day. Ed, a 
submariner, sailor and holder of a PPL for mi-
crolights was a spectacular instructor, with loads 
of real life scenarios, involving blood, guts, gore, 
fractures and unwanted stiffies.

Following doughnuts and coffee, we got the 
morning underway by demonstrating our rusty 
re-suss skills, Ed whipped us into shape with 
countless mnemonics and ways of forgetting 
and remembering the processes involved in first 
aid. Gradually we all got the point, all had a good 
laugh at the Troon method of assessing an indi-
vidual’s level of consciousness. (What happens in 
Troon hopefully stays in Troon).

For my part, I got a vast amount of useful in-
formation from the session, never yawned once, 
never looked at my watch. The final part of the 
morning involved the use of portable defibrilla-
tors or “Packer wackers”. I have seen these in odd 
places, Pubs and supermarkets, and even after 
spending the best part of 40 years working in 
hospitals and even operating theatres, watching 
the “crash-team” charging through the hospital, 
I thought I would be apprehensive using one of 
these portable units. What a piece of kit, and so 
easy to use, if you weren’t there then you need 
to find out.

I returned home to find out where the portable 
de-fibs are in Falmouth…so look out.

We reluctantly broke for lunch and hit a damp 
and deserted Portreath looking for anybody in 
need of first aid, inflicted indigestion on our-
selves with hot pasties, returning disappointed 
after seeing no catastrophic bleeds or head 

Ed Burrows’ First Aid Course - 
11th November, 2017

 
Tony Peach

injuries..heyho.

The shorter afternoon session involved wound 
bandaging, helmet removal and log rolling, 
nothing to do with lumberjacks or sewage dis-
posal.

What a spectacular, very informative and en-
lightening day. Those who had attended and 
paid copious amounts of cash for previous first-
aid instruction, (including myself and Phippsy), 
said what a cracking course it had been.

We will re-visit the subject in the new year for 
further instruction and a paper certificate, then 
be let loose on the public…Al?

Many thanks to Ed Burrow’s and to Steve for 
sourcing and arranging him, Daisy for organis-
ing the hall, and to all those who attended.

A final thought, stroking the eyelashes does 
seem more accessible and appropriate than 
checking the sphincter response.

Peachy

Getting cosy with Al



Exuberant finger bandaging Paddy places pads perfectly

Post-lunch indigestion
in the recovery position

Steve turns Oriental after helmet removal



Al uses the force Nigel uses position 45 for bandaging 

Need specs Gary? Dredgie after a year of
organizing these events



Aerotowing Hang Gliders
 

Nigel Sumpter

Some of us hangers in the KHPA have recent-
ly joined the long established Upottery aerotow 
group in Devon. Nigel Waller and myself have 
already started our training. I hear more KHPA 
hangers are seriously considering it and after my 
first ever sight of and first tries at aerotowing at 
the end of October all I can say to anyone else 
considering it is – GO FOR IT! - or at the very 
least come along some time next year to watch 
(and help).

It is simply great fun and well within the capabil-
ities of a reasonably competent pilot. The com-
bination of good company and  the relaxed but 
very thorough organisation by the experienced 
and qualified group members makes the whole 
thing thoroughly enjoyable. Working as a group 
to fill the few necessary roles to make it all work 
is clearly as much a part of the enjoyment as the 
flying and I am really looking forward to it all.

I was unbelievably lucky at the end of October 
to have a perfect benign day for training – calm 
and sunny with nil to very light wind and only 
later on some gentle thermal bumpiness to add 
a little extra challenge to keeping on track during 
the tows.

The Upottery aerotow group operate from the 
atmospheric disused runways of an old WWII air-
field. To see how it works find example videos on 
youtube. Basically a weight shift microlight has a 
tow line attached by a frame behind it’s propel-
ler. The other end of the 100 yard long tow line 
is secured to your harness mounted release. The 
line has weak links in it for safety. As the hanger 
pilot you are clipped in and you glider’s A frame 
sits on a trolley with the wings perfectly level and 
the keel supported at just the right height to give 
you the correct angle of attack. This means that 
all the sorting out of wings beinglevel and pitch 
correct that you have to think about on a hill 
launch are all taken care of for you – how easy 
is that!

On the instructions of “take up slack” followed 
rapidly by “all out” the microlight starts moving 

The hangglider is pulled along ever faster on the 
trolley, reaches flying speed first and lifts off the 
trolley which is left behind on the ground. Shortly 
afterwards the microlight lifts off too. From then 
on you simply have to concentrate totally on fol-
lowing the microlight and keeping the correct 
relative height and position with the microlights 
wings visually being kept on the horizon ahead 
of you. It does require full concentration and I 
certainly still have a lot to learn. If at any stage 
you are unhappy about how the tow is going or 
if the relative position with the tug is not feeling 
right you can simply release whenever you wish 
– I did this several times on my training flights. 
Bumpy spring thermal days will require quicker 
and more precise responses – but I am sure this 
will come with a bit of practise.

On good flying days you will be released - or will 
release yourself - in a thermal and take the flight 
from there. Other members of the club have 
flown long XCs, out and returns and triangles. 
Ending up back at the airfield has the advantage 
that you can then help others to get airborne.

I cannot thank the aerotow group members 
enough for all of the exceptionally clear instruc-
tions and the huge amount of help and sup-
port, hard work and organisation behind my first 
training day. This really is going to open up some 
amazing flying possibilities. I had my first small 
taster of what is to come at the end of this first 
training day as on my last flight I didn’t have to 
get down as rapidly as possible to fly again. I was 
able to enjoy half hour thermaling at the inver-
sion with a Buzzard - utterly magical.

It is very much a team effort to make it happen 
and I shall look forward to helping others get into 
the air as much as to getting up there myself.

Hopefully next year we could see some KHPA XC 
home runs back into Cornwall!

Nigel

Phippsy’s informative YouTube link for aerotow-
ing can be found here - https://youtu.be/E7Ke-
1ByMDR4

https://youtu.be/E7Ke1ByMDR4
https://youtu.be/E7Ke1ByMDR4


British Hang Gliding 
and Paragliding
Association Ltd

8 Merus Court
Meridian Business Park
Leicester  LE19 1RJ

Tel (0116) 289 4316
Fax (0116) 281 4949
www.bhpa.co.uk

SAFETY  NOTICE
Issued by Angus Pinkerton - Chairman of the Flying & Safety Committee 9th May 2017.

All paramotor and paraglider pilots, Instructors, Coaches and Safety Officers must READ, DIGEST AND

TAKE ACTION on the contents of this Notice and keep it for future reference.

If you hold a copy of the BHPA Technical Manual this notice must be inserted into it and retained until it is

withdrawn or superseded on instructions from the Chairman FSC.

JOJOwINgS INSTINCT pArAglIdEr

As the result of an investigation into a recent fatal paramotor incident a number of

irregularities were discovered regarding the paramotor wing.  The Jojowings Instinct S

paraglider was found to be displaying an out of date certification placard indicating that the

glider was rated to AFNOR “Standard”.  However, since certification in 2005, the

manufacturer has extended the weight range and added risers fitted with a trimmer system.

Both the extended weight range and the addition of the trimmers render the certification

invalid.

As part of the investigation, flight testing carried out by an independent EN paraglider test

centre showed the glider to exhibit extremely dynamic responses to both symmetric and

asymmetric collapses when flown with the trimmers set to ‘fast’.  In the opinion of the test

centre such responses would receive at least an EN D under the current EN certification

system.

The BHPA would like to advise its members that anyone owning and flying a Jojowings

Instinct paraglider with trimmers should sign and return a “Pilot's Declaration: Uncertified

Wings” form found on the BHPA web site at the following link; 

http://www.bhpa.co.uk/pdf/Pilot_declaration_uncertified_wing_form.pdf

The BHPA recommends that the Jojowings Instinct paraglider should not be flown with the

trimmers set in the “fast” position unless the pilot is confident that they have the necessary

skills to recover the glider should a collapse occur.  The BHPA recommendation for flying

EN D class gliders is as follows:

“For pilots who have been flying for many years, fly more than 200 hours a year, often in

strong thermic conditions, and are masters of the various SIV skills.”

The full report can be found at the following link;

http://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/safety/formal_investigations/ 

Ref. no.: FSC.SN.32
Date: 05/2017
Pages: 1 (Pink)



KHPA XC Survey 
November, 2017 

Mark Ashton Smith 
 
 
38 club members took survey 
 
Interest in flying XC in 2017:  31  
 
For those interested in XC in 2017 (the percentages are out of all those interested in 
XC, not of the club as a whole)... 
 

XC Interests in the Club (in order of popularity) 

 
1. Interested in going up-country to fly XC for a day: 81%  (25 members) 
2. Want to attend a practical on-the-hill workshop for radios, 

sea-thermalling, etc: 71% (22 members) 
3. Interest in flying at Carn Brea: 68% (21 members) 
4. Interested in participating in friendly XC comps in Wales, etc, with 

coaching: 61% (19 members) 
5. Interest in participating in Kernow XC League: 52% (16 members) 
6. Would like help with getting tracklog onto Google Earth: 52% (16 

members) 
7. Attended XC Workshop this year: 52% (16 members )  

a. 14 members out of 16 found the XC workshop/s useful in 
practice 

8. Visited Kernow XC website: 42% (13 members) 
 
Using Equipment in 2017 
 

1. Used radio and found it useful while flying: 56%  (18 members) 
2. Downloaded tracklog of a flight to look at on Google Earth: 52% (16 

members) 



 
XC Flying Skills in 2017 (in order by numbers) 
 

1. Practiced 360° sea thermalling: 81% (25 members) 
2. Looked at weather report to see if XC conditions were good: 81% (25 

members) 
3. Turned up at site with intention to fly XC: 65% (20 members) 
4. Looked at weather report to see if sea thermal conditions were good: 

58% (18 members) 
5. Set yourself a flying task (out & return or fly to landmark): 58% (18 

members) 
a. For those who set task, 70% succeeded with the task 

 
 
Gap Between XC Interest and XC Practice & Possible 
Solutions 
 

1. 23 members want to drive up and fly at an inland XC site like 
Sourton, Milk Hill, etc - but only a small handful (maybe only 2 or 3) 
did this in 2017. 

 
Possible solution/s:  
 

● Organized trips for club members- advertised in advance via 
club mailing list, etc (like the XC Workshops) 

● Someone (or team) takes on the role of making it happen 
 

2. 22 members want practical on-the-hill workshops/coaching for XC & 
16 members want help with downloading/visualising tracklogs.  

 
 



 
Possible solution/s:  
 

● On-the-hill practical workshops for e.g. radio use, sea 
thermalling, flying at Carn Brea, etc... advertised in advance. 

● Set aside time at a regular monthly club meeting for giving help 
with tracklog downloads if people remember to bring along their 
flight instruments. 

 
3. 21 members wanted to fly at Carn Brea this year, but only 2 or 3 did. 

The Survey gives us some answers as to why: 
 

 
 
Time is the main problem, but wanting coaching / guidance at the hill from 
those with experience flying there is also up there. 
 

Possible solution/s:  
 

● Planning in advance helps with limited time. 



● Club organizes Carn Brea XC session/s with coaching from 
those who have experience flying at the site - advertised in 
advance.  

 
 

4. 19 members are interested in participating in friendly, entry-level 
comps with coaching over w/e’s in Wales, Avon, etc.  But no PG 
pilots did this this year, and maybe only 1-2 HG pilots. 

 
Possible solution/s:  
 

● For PG pilots, the KHPA could enter teams in the British Club 
Challenge (BCC) which is designed as an entry-level, coached 
XC comp. The PG Competition Secretary should coordinate this 
where possible. 

● PG pilots who are more keen can enter as individuals in the 
British Paragliding Cup. 

● HG pilots can enter as individuals in the British Open Series 
(BOS), and this could be coordinated by the HG Competition 
Secretary. 

 
5. At least 16 members were interested in participating in the Kernow 

XC League this year. 21 members said they would have submitted a 
flight if they felt it was good ‘enough’. But only only 4 people entered 
more than 1 flight (with only 2 PG pilots). 

 
Possible solution/s:  
 

● More than 40% of KHPA pilots interested in flying XC are not 
actually setting flying tasks for themselves when they fly. This 
is critical for starting any kind of XC flying. Tasks do not need to 
be ‘epic’ !! - they can be done step by step - e.g. crossing the 
very first beach at Chapel Porth, fly to Carbis beach / St Ives 



from the Carbis take-off field, fly to the headland at the end of 
Sennen, fly to Gwenvor beach from Sennen, cross the gap at 
Porthtowan, do a 1-2km sea-thermic flight over the the fields 
behind St Agnes / Chapel, etc.  

● For a flight to qualify in the Kernow XC League you only need a 
minimum 3km out and return and a 1km inland XC. That 
includes e.g. an out and return to St Ives from Carbis, an O/R 
on the Hayle Towans, an O/R from Chapel to St Agnes to 
Porthtowan and back. Most pilots who have an interest in XC at 
the KHPA are capable of this. Setting yourself tasks like this 
and submitting may help motivate you as you build your XC 
confidence. 

● A practical XC Workshop could be to do a planned out and 
return (using radios) that qualifies for the League, and all flights 
are entered for that Workshop. 

 
 
Role of Coaching 
 
Based on this Survey: 
 

● 22 members want practical on-the-hill XC coaching in Workshops. 
● 19 members want friendly XC comps in Wales, etc, with coaching. 
● 16 members would benefit from help with tracklogs. 
● 7 members want coaching for Carn Brea. 
● 88% of members found the ‘coaching’ given in XC workshops this 

year useful for their own flying. 
 
Coaching can be aimed at newly qualified PG and HG pilots, but it can also 
be aimed at pilots interested in developing as XC pilots. And XC flying is 
understood by the BHPA as crucial to the Pilot rating which many in the 
club are interested in.  



 
It may be useful for some coaches in the club to take on more of a 
responsibility to help less experienced members of the club with their XC 
flying needs, and perhaps have more of a structured approach to helping 
with this (e.g. by organizing BCC or BOS comps, or on-the-hill workshops). 
 

-------- 
 
Great response to the survey! 
 
Thanks for your input. Hope it is useful to you. 
 
We could become known as an XC flying club with a bit of commitment with 
our time.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


